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The Math Kids - A Sequence of Events : A Sequence of Events
The Math Kids #2
David Cole

The Math Kids Club is back! After solving the case of the prime-time burglars, The Math Kids, Jordan, Justin,
and Stephanie are ready to return to the original purpose of their club: solving math problems. And the district
Math Olympics is the perfect opportunity to do just that. But before they can enter the competition, they need a
fourth teammate. The Math Kids set their sights on Catherine Duchesne.

Even though Catherine has been quiet in class, she knows some really cool math tricks that are sure to help
The Math Kids win the competition. But when Catherine doesn't show up for school and Jordan, Justin, and
Stephanie find out her father's been kidnapped, the group springs into action to help their new friend.
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The End Note - A Novel

Andrew Rimas

The planet is overwrought, overcrowded, and overcooked. Now the world looks to one, final summit of the
world's most powerful people to save humanity. Then this guy gets invited...

Professor Magnus Adams has failed at literature, at love, and, it seems, at life. After inexplicably receiving an
invitation to a gathering of the world's most influential one-percenters, he finds himself harassed by anonymous
text messages from someone who seems to know his most shameful secrets. Against the backdrop of a
Trumpian world sliding into irrevocable catastrophe, Magnus grapples with technocrats and terrorists, cosmic
horror and crushing hangovers as he tries to discover the identity of his tormentor. But little does Magnus know
that there?s much more at stake than his precarious sanity.
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The Extraordinary eTab of Julian Newcomber

Michael Seese

Twelve-year-old Julian Newcomber knows he has a fitting "what the smart folks call apropos" last
name. His family moves constantly due to his Dad's quirky inventions, which have a habit of misbehaving and
blowing up the family home.

Now firmly settled in a peaceful, close-knit community, Julian believes he's finally found a home, and a safe
haven from his father's calamities. Until a vaguely familiar 20-year-old man walks out of the bedroom closet,
and identifies himself as future Julian. Turns out that his father's latest contraption, the eTab, alters time. So
grown-up Julian decided joyride into the past and dropped his cell phone on a Civil War battlefield.

With his own eTab too low on Cucumium to take him all the way back to his own time, grown-up Julian needs
young Julian to help him go back to the Civil War and retrieve his cell phone.

The two Julians break rules, break curfews, and break into the Intermediate School in an effort to locate some
Cucumium (though they're not exactly sure what it is), so they won't be forced to share the room and fight over
the top bunk forever. Oh, and if grown-up Julian stays, it could, as a side effect, pollute the natural timeline and
rewrite history as they know it. No pressure.
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